Introduction
============

It has been said that there are "a hundred ways of being diabetic," but I could argue that there are much more, which is true for virtually any chronic disease. The more we advance in the understanding of a disease, from a biological, clinical, genetic, epidemiological, sociological, behavioral, or psychological point of view, the more we uncover the complexity of medical conditions that health care systems will then have to prevent, treat, and manage.

Precision Medicine is Much More Than a Matter of Genetic Features
=================================================================

Precision medicine has been defined as \[[@ref1]\]:

> An emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person.

Recent achievements have been made in the field of precision oncology \[[@ref2]\], but so far, only a small proportion of patients can benefit from personalized treatment each year. Currently, the focus is on the use of genetic or molecular markers to stratify diagnoses and corresponding treatment strategies. However, most are still in the discovery stage in mice models or *in silico*, even if some commercial companies are already starting to use them \[[@ref3]\].

How can precision medicine claim to involve patients in their care \[[@ref4]\] if it ignores the data they generate in real life? A personalized therapeutic strategy could theoretically suit someone's biological or genetic phenotype but could fail because of their level of stress, dietary habits, working or living environment, or their cultural background. However, from an economic perspective, we should expect these costly therapeutics (sometimes up to tens of thousands of dollars a month per patient in oncology) to have the best return on investment in terms of compliance and success rate \[[@ref5]\].

To achieve the ultimate goal of precision health, which is to match one individual, given their unique profile, with their one, best, medical, therapeutic, and preventive strategy, I argue that we will have to invest in the concept of deep digital phenotyping.

Deep Digital Phenotyping Is the Missing Link
============================================

Achieving the true purpose of precision health requires integrating, from scratch, features from the "digitosome" (ie, all data generated digitally by individuals online or by their smartphones or connected devices) \[[@ref6]\]. Deep digital phenotyping is the combination of deep phenotyping (defined for almost a decade now as the "precise and comprehensive analysis of phenotypic abnormalities in which the individual components of the phenotype are observed and described") \[[@ref7]\], with digital phenotyping, (defined as the moment-by-moment quantification of the individual-level human phenotype *in situ* using data from personal digital devices \[[@ref8]\]). If clinically relevant \[[@ref9]\], the power of digital data \[[@ref10]\] will give us insights, usually in an automated and objective way, about the lifestyle, psychological state, sociodemographics, and environment of a given individual and thus will help capture the bigger picture and reach the full potential of precision health (see [Figure 1](#figure1){ref-type="fig"}). Digital phenotyping has already proven relevant in a few areas, such as psychiatry \[[@ref11]\] or cardiovascular diseases \[[@ref12]\].

![The concept of deep digital phenotyping and digital twin identification for precision health.](jmir_v22i3e16770_fig1){#figure1}

Surprisingly, despite the relative ease of acquisition, high volume, and low cost and burden for the individual, these types of data are often neglected and not exploited to characterize the phenotypes of the patient. Do not forget: a person living with diabetes spends roughly 6 hours per year face-to-face with health care professionals and takes more than 600 hours per year to manage (generating data about) their disease(s) by themselves.

Large clinical and epidemiological initiatives can now gather details about disease manifestations, risk factors, and health determinants in a more individualized and detailed way, and use advanced algorithms to integrate data on human behaviors and human-machine interactions through smartphones or connected devices. For example, tracking digital heart rate variability (HRV) as a marker of stress \[[@ref13]\] and optimizing drug intake when HRV is at its peak.

Let Us Meet Our Digital Twin
============================

We have known for some time that "one size fits all" strategies are not efficient therapeutically or preventively \[[@ref14]\]. To observe a true leap forward in the domain of precision health, I encourage developing large data banks of "digital twins." The digital twin is a very new concept in health research and comes from the industrial world, where a digital replica of a physical entity is virtually recreated, with similar elements and dynamics, to perform real-time optimization and testing. The use of digital twins can be extended to the medical field, the elements being features from deep digital phenotyping and the dynamics being the evolution of health outcomes over time. Thus, a digital twin would be a virtual patient with similar or close characteristics as a new patient seen during a clinical visit, and for whom the health status, risks of complications, and disease evolutions are known. This new patient will have a digital twin represented by the average characteristics of its closest cluster group, obtained thanks to deep digital phenotyping.

Methodology and Ethical Concerns
================================

It seems this is the right moment to implement this digital twin concept. From multi-omics approaches to unsupervised deep learning algorithms, along with the proper computational power, we now have the appropriate tools to deal with the diversity and quantity of information and move from coarsely stratified groups to refined, small groups of individuals defined by numerous features. Methods such as variational autoencoders, an unsupervised deep learning framework, can be used to learn latent representations to cluster and identify deep digital phenotyping patterns \[[@ref15]\], or uniform manifold approximation and projection could also be used, which is a dimensionality reduction technique for machine learning \[[@ref16]\]. This is on top of using hierarchical agglomerative cluster analyses or k-means clustering to identify refined subgroups of individuals whose detailed characteristics can be averaged to provide someone's digital twin.

The main challenge to address here is accessing large populations and their detailed information. This will be resolved in the short term with the development of mega cohorts (such as the All of Us Research Program, the UK Biobank, CoLive Diabetes, etc) and other prospective digital health data lakes and big data infrastructure, which will soon provide both deep digital phenotyping of volunteers enrolled in these initiatives and the evolution of their health outcomes.

Going so deep in the phenotyping of populations will also raise ethical and data security concerns. Appropriate clinical and research practices will have to be updated and extended, in parallel with medical and technological evolution, without preventing innovation and ensuring that it will benefit most people. Privacy by design and by default, pseudonymization, traceability, and data portability, key elements from the General Data Protection Regulation \[[@ref17]\] or European guidelines on data security for Big Data projects \[[@ref18]\], should be the standard of research and included from the beginning in the study and the information technology infrastructure associated with it. Also, conducting transparent research, obtaining informed consent, including participants at every stage of the research, communicating continuously on the different uses of the data collected, and going back to the community and the lay public will ensure trust in deep digital phenotyping methods to combine many sources of data on a large population. In parallel, open data and open source practices should particularly be encouraged in this field.

Let Us Dig Deep!
================

We are moving from an ancient world where people with diabetes were characterized by only a few measurements of fasting glucose levels or glycated hemoglobin to a world where frontiers between subclinical types of diabetes are being redrawn. Soon, we will also be moving to a future where we will be able to deeply phenotype individuals with thousands of points of combined clinical, biological, genetic, sociological, psychological, and real-world digital parameters, which will profoundly change the way we characterize patients, and how we understand and contextualize the various forms of diseases. This is where modern epidemiology, combined with computer science, data science, and behavioral psychology, will play a significant role in medical research.

Ultimately, we will enter the era of true precision health and patient-centered care and modify the way we consider disease management and prevention, through the identification of someone's digital twins. This will augment the capabilities of health care professionals and empower patients by fine-tuning disease management, treatments, and devices to use, as well as biomarkers to monitor.
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